AUTOMATE YOUR SAP
S/4HANA CONVERSION
Discover the automated software tool MIGNOW that will dramatically
speed up your SAP S/4HANA transformation project. Remove labourintensive processes and automate your conversion saving money and effort.
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Quickly convert your SAP ECC system to SAP S/4HANA using MIGNOW with
the latest data-driven techniques using Artificial Intelligence and Machine
Learning. Take your SAP S/4HANA transformation to a new level of speed and
automation and deliver considerable cost savings and minimising risk.
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STAY IN CONTROL OF YOUR SAP
S/4HANA CONVERSION

THE TECHNOLOGY BEHIND
MIGNOW

Most people agree that ERP is crucial for their
business. But staying in control of your own technology
transformation and meeting constant software
update deadlines can be daunting. Now you have an
automated software tool that will do the work for you.

MIGNOW uses the complex techniques of
Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence
to create agile process execution and new
functionality, ensuring you get a better ROI for
your ERP.

• Manage your technology transformation at your
own pace

• Machine Learning for prescriptive analytics and
decision engines

• Remove the pressure and complexity of constantly
updating software

• Artificial Intelligence with deductive analytics based
on neural networks and deep learning.

THE MIGNOW LIFECYCLE
Aligned with SAP and using the latest
agile design methodologies, we have
developed a completely new form of
automated SAP S/4HANA conversion
that results in a faster project execution.
The MIGNOW lifecycle is in 4 phases:

1. PREPARE AND EXPLORE
Requirements are analysed
and standard processes for
planning and preparation
are carried out.

• Achieve a better ROI for your ERP investment.

SPEED UP YOUR SAP S/4HANA
TRANSFORMATION
Now there’s an automated way to migrate to SAP
S/4HANA that will dramatically reduce project
duration, cost and risk. MIGNOW automatically
converts your SAP ECC system to SAP S/4HANA and
is available to use for on-premise, hosted or private
cloud environments including SAP RISE with SAP.
• Automatically convert between 95 and 98% of
ABAP and custom code
• Replace labour intensive processes with
automation techniques
• Get automated yearly updates and benefit from the
latest functionality and capability.

CUSTOMER SPOTLIGHT
How Ready2 Smart Migrate supported Fast Project Delivery
SAP Award for SOA People’s client Galler
Our client Galler was recently awarded as silver winners in the
Fast Project Delivery category at the recent SAP Quality Awards
celebrating Best of Customer Success 2021.
Deploying the Ready2 Smart Migrate approach, Galler worked
collaboratively with SOA People to implement SAP S/4HANA in
an accelerated conversion timeframe. The results were outstanding,
dramatically speeding up the migration process to under three months,
while at the same time reducing disruption to the business and minimising
risks involved in moving to new software with a relatively small technical team.
The business was able to move very quickly from an existing fixed management
position into dynamic, agile and responsive management with enhanced ability
to plan and forecast, and meet changing market demands.

A MIGNOW SAP qualified pre-packaged solution to support your SAP S/4HANA journey
To make your journey to SAP S/4HANA as swift, easy and seamless
as possible, our MIGNOW packaged option offers the fastest,
more cost-effective and secure route for your conversion.
Are you ready to migrate? Please contact: SmartMigrate@soapeople.com

4. RUN
Updates are automated
as a continuous effort
to keep your S/4HANA
system up to date.

2. REALISE
Your actual migration
takes place with
software updates and
data movement.

3. DEPLOY
Once validation is
finalised, the conversion
is completed and your
system goes live.

